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Abstract
We employ a geometric approach to analytically solving equations of constraint on the decay of top quarks involving leptons. The
neutrino momentum is found as a function of the 4-vectors of the associated bottom quark and charged lepton, the masses of the top
quark and W boson, and a single parameter, which constrains it to an ellipse. We show how the measured imbalance of momenta
in the event reduces the solutions for neutrino momenta to a discrete set, in the cases of one or two top quarks decaying to leptons.
The algorithms can be implemented concisely with common linear algebra routines.
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1. Introduction
Top quark reconstruction from channels containing one or
more leptons presents a challenge since the neutrinos are not
directly observed. The sum of neutrino momenta can be in-
ferred from the total momentum imbalance, but this quantity
frequently has the worst resolution of all constraints on top
quark decays. Reconstruction at hadron colliders faces fur-
ther difficulties, since the longitudinal momentum is uncon-
strained. In a common approach to the single neutrino final
state at hadron colliders (e.g. [1]), constraining the invariant
mass of the neutrino and associated charged lepton to the W
boson mass provides a quadratic equation for the unmeasured
longitudinal component of neutrino momentum, with zero so-
lutions, or two solutions which can be further resolved heuris-
tically by consideration of additional constraints. We suggest
an alternative approach to analytic top quark reconstruction in
which the invariant mass constraints from the top quark and the
W boson are both exact, and in which the solution set for each
neutrino momentum is an ellipse. For events with a single neu-
trino, the ellipse is analytically reduced to a unique solution by
application of the momentum imbalance constraint, taking its
uncertainty into account. The approach extends naturally to the
case of two neutrinos in the final state, allowing an alternative
method for calculating the solution pairs previously described
by [2, 3, 4], and suggesting a most likely pair in the case of no
exact solution.
The solutions for the one- and two-neutrino cases are de-
rived in Section 2. Their use in simulated Tevatron and LHC
events, in the context of iterative kinematic fit procedures, is
discussed in Section 3. These results may also be useful for any
event topology with similar kinematic constraints, including de-
cays involving new physics with massive invisible particles, and
hadronic decays of top quarks where one of the quarks from the
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decay of the intermediate W boson falls outside experimental
acceptance.
2. Derivation
The kinematics of top quark decay constrain the W boson
momentum vector to an ellipsoidal surface of revolution about
an axis coincident with bottom quark momentum. Simultane-
ously, the kinematics of W boson decay constrain the W boson
momentum vector to an ellipsoidal surface of revolution about
an axis coincident with the momentum of the resulting charged
lepton. The intersection of the two surfaces is an ellipse. The
neutrino momentum is consequently constrained to a transla-
tion of the ellipse, for which a parametric expression in the lab-
oratory coordinate system is given. The measured momentum
imbalance further constrains solutions to a discrete set for the
cases of one or two top quark decays involving neutrinos.
2.1. Definitions
A particle q is described by its mass mq, energy Eq, and
momentum 3-vector pq, with the dispersion relation
m2q = E
2
q − p2q.
The magnitude of the momentum is pq. Since there will be no
need to denote positions, the Cartesian coordinates of the mo-
mentum pq in the laboratory coordinate system are represented
as (xq, yq, zq) in order to avoid double subscripts. In the labora-
tory coordinate system, the azimuthal and polar angles of q are
denoted φq and θq, and the relativistic speed and Lorentz factor
are
βq ≡
pq
Eq
, γ−1q ≡
mq
Eq
=
√
1 − β2q.
For definiteness we consider the decay chain t → bW →
bµν: a top quark (t) decays to a bottom quark (b) and a W boson
(W), with subsequent decay of the W boson to a muon (µ) and
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Figure 1: The momenta of observed particles µ and b define the coordinate
systems F and F′. A possible momentum of the W boson is drawn to show the
angle θbW.
a neutrino (ν). We assume established masses for all five parti-
cles, for example from world average measurements[5]. Energy
and momentum conservation for this system imply
Et = Eb + EW = Eb + Eµ + Eν,
pt = pb + pW = pb + pµ + pν.
Momentum coordinate systems F{x˜, y˜, z˜} and F′{x˜′, y˜′, z˜′}
are defined in the laboratory reference frame to share a common
axis z˜ = z˜′. Coordinate system F′ is rotated relative to F by the
angle θbµ between pb and pµ, with pµ along the x˜-axis, and pb
along the x˜′-axis. Polar and Cartesian coordinates of pW in F′
are related as
x˜′W = pWC′, y˜′2W + z˜′2W = p2WS′2, (1)
where S′(C′) is the (co)sine of the angle θbW between pW and
pb. Figure 1 shows the coordinate systems.
2.2. Two surfaces for W momentum
Energy and momentum are conserved in the decay t→ bW,
hence
m2t = E
2
t − p2t
= (Eb + EW)2 − (pb + pW)2
= m2b + m
2
W + 2EbEW − 2pb pWC′.
For compactness we define
x˜′0 ≡ −
1
2Eb
(
m2t − m2W − m2b
)
. (2)
It follows that
0 = x˜′0 + EW − βb pWC′
0 = E2W −
[
x˜′0 − βb pWC′
]2
0 = m2W − x˜′20 + 2βb pWC′ x˜′0 + p2W
(
1 − β2bC′2
)
0 = m2W − x˜′20 + 2βb pWC′ x˜′0 + p2W
(
γ−2b C′2 + S′2
)
.
Incorporating relations (1) for the F′ coordinates, it is clear that
pW is constrained to the surface
(x˜′/γb)2 + y˜′2 + z˜′2 + 2βb x˜′0 x˜
′ +
(
m2W − x˜′20
)
= 0, (3)
which is an ellipsoid of revolution about the x˜′-axis.
Particle W subsequently decays to particles µ and ν. This
decay has the same kinematics as the decay t → bW, with the
substitutions b → µ, W → ν, and t → W. We define the W
decay analog of Equation 2,
x˜0 ≡ − 12Eµ
(
m2W − m2µ − m2ν
)
.
In analogy to Equation 3 and using F coordinates, pν is con-
strained to the surface
(x˜/γµ)2 + y˜2 + z˜2 + 2βµ x˜0 x˜ +
(
m2ν − x˜20
)
= 0, (4)
which is an ellipsoid of revolution about the x˜-axis. A congru-
ent surface of solutions for pW is translated from the neutrino
solutions (4) by +pµ along the x˜-axis,
(x˜/γµ)2 + y˜2 + z˜2 + 2β2µS x˜ x˜ +
[
m2W − x˜20 − 2
]
= 0, (5)
where for compactness and later use we have defined
S x˜ =
(
x˜0βµ − pµγ−2µ
)
/β2µ, (6)
2 = γ−2µ
(
m2W − m2ν
)
.
The solution set for pW is the intersection of two simultaneous
surfaces of constraint, (3) and (5), imposed by the b measure-
ment and the masses (mt, mW), and the µ measurement and the
masses (mW, mν), respectively. Figure 2 shows examples. For
relativistic particles µ and b, the surfaces limit on paraboloids,
S x˜ limits on x˜0, and 2 limits on zero.
2.3. Extended Matrix Representation
The use of homogeneous coordinates r = ( x y 1 )T or
s = ( x y z 1 )T allows extended matrix representation of
various 2- or 3-dimensional geometric objects. In particular,
the 1× 3 row matrix L is the extended representation of the line
Lr = 0 in two dimensions. A 3 × 3 symmetric square matrix M
is the extended representation of the conic section rT Mr = 0 in
two dimensions. A quadric surface in three dimensions, like a
paraboloid or ellipsoid, can be represented as a 4 × 4 symmet-
ric square matrix A, with sT As = 0. Extended representations
are unique up to a multiplicative factor, and allow transforma-
tions like rotations and translations to be expressed by matrix
multiplication[6, 7, 8].
The ellipsoid defined by particle b (3) is represented for ho-
mogeneous F′ coordinates by the matrix
A˜′b =

γ−2b 0 0 x˜
′
0βb
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
x˜′0βb 0 0 m
2
W − x˜′20
 .
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Figure 2: Reconstruction of neutrino momentum from the decay t → bµν for two events, with θbµ large (top) and small (bottom). Left panel arrows indicate
momenta of µ (black) and b (gray). Corresponding constraints on the intermediate W boson momentum are indicated (dashed) by their z˜ = 0 cross sections. The
degenerate quadric surface P (dotted) contains the intersection of the constraints. Upper panel ellipses show the intersection in the plane P+. Lower panel filled
arrows indicate laboratory transverse momenta of µ (black), b (gray), and ν (dashed). The projection of the intersection ellipse from P+ is traced in light gray dashes,
while the corresponding ellipse of neutrino transverse momenta solutions is solid black. The measured imbalance in total transverse momentum and its uncertainty
are shown by × and the encircling dots. The neutrino transverse momentum solution most compatible with the measurement is shown by the unfilled arrow.
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The ellipsoid defined by particle µ (5) is represented for homo-
geneous F coordinates by the matrix
A˜µ =

γ−2µ 0 0 S x˜β2µ
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
S x˜β2µ 0 0 m
2
W − x˜20 − 2
 .
The transformation from homogeneous coordinates F′ to F is
given by a rotation of θbµ around the z˜ axis,
K =

c −s 0 0
s c 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 , c = cos θbµ,s = sin θbµ.
The ellipsoid (3) is represented in homogeneous F coordinates
by the matrix A˜b = KA˜′bK
T ,
A˜b =

1 − (cβb)2 −csβ2b 0 cx˜′0βb−csβ2b 1 − (sβb)2 0 sx˜′0βb
0 0 1 0
cx˜′0βb sx˜
′
0βb 0 m
2
W − x˜′20
 .
2.4. Intersections
The pencil P(λ) of quadrics A and A′ is defined as
P(λ) = A′ − λA = A
(
A−1A′ − λI
)
.
Levin provides two theorems relevant to intersections of quadrics
(and of conics)[9]. First, if A and A′ intersect, then all quadrics
on their pencil share the intersection. Second, in the pencil
of any two intersecting quadrics there exists a ruled quadric,
parametrized by a family of lines, which can be used to parametrize
the intersection curve. Good candidates for the ruled quadric
are singular quadrics, which occur for λ equal to any real eigen-
value of A−1A′.
2.4.1. Two ellipses
For later reference, we document the general solution for
the intersection of two coplanar ellipses, represented as 3 × 3
extended matrices M and M′. The degenerate conic G = M −
λM′, where λ is a real eigenvalue of M−1M′, can be factored as
a symmetrized outer product of two lines
G =
(
LT+L− + L
T
−L+
)
/2.
The factorizations for various conditions are listed in Table 1.
Points of intersection between a line Lr = 0 and a conic rT Mr =
0 are eigenvectors of their cross product, represented with Ein-
stein summation convention as
(L × M)im = i jkL jMkm.
Since the homogeneous coordinates are defined to have a value
of 1 in the third component, the eigenvectors must be scaled
appropriately. Note that the necessary eigenvalue computations
are for 3 × 3 matrices, so the problem is equivalent to finding
the roots of a cubic function, for which analytic solutions are
known[10].
2.4.2. A˜µ with A˜b
By inspection, the quadric P = A˜µ − A˜b is singular, since
it has no dependence on z˜. Recall the definition of S x˜ (6), and
consider the translation transformation S given by
S =

1 0 0 S x˜
0 1 0 S y˜
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 , S y˜ = 1s
(
x˜′0/βb − cS x˜
)
.
The translation of P is
S T PS = β2b
 −
(
βµ/βb
)2
+ c2 cs
cs s2
02×2
02×2 02×2
 ,
which can be solved with the quadratic formula and translated
back, showing that P = P± is the pair of intersecting planes
y˜ − S y˜ = ω(x˜ − S x˜), ω = 1s
(
±βµ
βb
− c
)
.
Only P+, the plane with positive slope, ever intersects A˜µ. In
the z˜ = 0 plane the two points of intersection are x˜±y˜±z˜±
 =
 x˜1 ± Z/Ωy˜1 ± ωZ/Ω0
 ,
where
Ω2 = ω2 + γ−2µ ,
x˜1 = S x˜ − (S x˜ + ωS y˜)/Ω2,
y˜1 = S y˜ − (S x˜ + ωS y˜)ω/Ω2,
Z2 = x˜21Ω
2 −
(
S y˜ − ωS x˜
)2 − (m2W − x˜20 − 2) .
For Z2 = 0 the two points coincide, and P+, A˜b and A˜µ are
tangent, while for Z2 < 0 the constraints A˜µ and A˜b are not
consistent. Since any cross section of an ellipsoid is an ellipse,
P+ cuts A˜b in an ellipse where it intersects A˜µ. Since both A˜b
and P+ are symmetric in ±z˜, the ellipse of intersection is sym-
metric in ±z˜, so one axis is in the plane z˜ = 0, between points
(x˜±, y˜±, 0), and the other axis is perpendicular to z˜ = 0, between
points (x˜1, y˜1,±Z). This ellipse has F coordinates parametrized
by t,
p˜W =
 x˜1 + Z cos(t)/Ωy˜1 + ωZ cos(t)/ΩZ sin(t)
 .
The corresponding ellipse of solutions for the neutrino momen-
tum has the F coordinates p˜ν = H˜t, where
H˜ =
 Z/Ω 0 x˜1 − pµωZ/Ω 0 y˜10 Z 0
 , t =
 cos tsin t1
 .
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Case Factorization
horizontal & vertical, G11 = 0 = G22 L+ = ( G12 0 G23 ) , L− = ( 0 G12 [G13 −G23] )
parallel, g33 = 0 , G22 L± =
(
G12 G22
[
G23 ± √−g11
] )
intersecting, G22 , 0 0 =
(
y − g23g33
)
G22 +
(
x − g13g33
) (
G12 ± √−g33
)
Table 1: Factorizations of the degenerate conic section rT Gr = 0 into two lines L±r = 0, for various cases. The elements of g are the cofactors of G. Numerical
stability can be achieved by swapping indices 1↔ 2 when necessary to enforce |G11 | < |G22 |, which also covers the cases G22 = 0.
2.5. Laboratory coordinates
The transformation of the laboratory coordinate system to
the F coordinate system can be accomplished by the following
series of rotations: rotate the lab system around its z-axis by
φµ, so that pµ is in the x′ − z′ plane, and z′ = z, so all polar
angles are unchanged; rotate the primed system around its y′-
axis by
(
θµ − pi2
)
, so that pµ coincides with x′′; rotate the double
primed system around its x′′-axis so that pb is in the x˜− y˜ plane
with y˜b >= 0. The angle of the latter rotation, α, is equal to the
principal value of the argument of (y′′b +z
′′
b
√−1). Noting that the
rotation of the coordinate system is equivalent to the opposite
rotation of the vectors, the transformation from F coordinates
to laboratory coordinates is the rotation
R = Rz(φµ)Ry′
(
θµ − pi2
)
Rx′′ (α) .
The set of neutrino momentum solutions is given in the labora-
tory coordinates by the parametric form
pν = Ht, H = RH˜.
For homogeneous coordinates in the transverse plane, ν⊥ =
( xν yν 1 )T , the solutions are
ν⊥ = H⊥t, H⊥ =
 H11 H12 H13H21 H22 H230 0 1
 (7)
The extended representation of the solution ellipse in the trans-
verse plane is
N⊥ = H−T⊥ UH
−1
⊥ , (8)
which follows trivially given that t parametrizes the solution set
of the unit circle U = diag
(
1 1 −1
)
. Given a solution ν⊥,
the full neutrino momentum is
pν = HH−1⊥ ν⊥. (9)
2.6. Momentum imbalance constraint
The solution sets of neutrinos from decaying top quarks can
be further constrained by the measured imbalance in momen-
tum of the colliding system ( 6x 6y 6z ), which has a diagonal-
izable 3 × 3 uncertainty matrix Σ2. We treat events with one or
two top quarks decaying to leptons.
2.6.1. Single neutrino in final state
The displacement between the measurement ( 6x 6y 6z ) and
the solution pν = Ht is Λt, where
Λ = V0 − H, V0 =
 0 0 6x0 0 6y0 0 6z
 .
The weighted square of the displacement is
χ2 = tT Xt, X = ΛT Σ−2Λ.
Note that systems with unconstrained longitudinal momentum
can be accommodated by setting the upper 2 × 2 submatrix of
Σ−2 to the inverse of the 2 × 2 uncertainty matrix of the trans-
verse momentum imbalance, and the rest of the entries and 6z to
zero.
We seek the neutrino solution with the minimum value of
χ2. Differentiation of t with respect to t can be expressed as
matrix multiplication,
∂t
∂t
= Dt, D =
 0 −1 01 0 00 0 0
 .
The extrema of χ2 occur at values of t such that
∂χ2
∂t
= tT Mt = 0, M = (XD)T + XD.
Since M is symmetric, t is a point on the conic described by
M. Since t is also a point on the unit circle, solutions must be
points on the intersection of M and U = diag ( 1 1 − 1 ),
which can be found using the method documented in Section
2.4.1. We expect at least one minimum of χ2. Since χ2 is cyclic,
no more than 2 of at most 4 intersections can be minima, one of
which is the global minimum we seek.
2.6.2. Two neutrinos in final state
Suppose that the longitudinal momentum of the system is
unconstrained. Given two top quarks decaying to leptons, t →
bνµ+ and t¯ → b¯ν¯µ−, the respective elliptical solution sets for
neutrino transverse momenta are given by Equation (8),
νT⊥N⊥ν⊥ = 0, ν¯
T
⊥N¯⊥ν¯⊥ = 0.
Since the measured components ( 6x 6y ) of transverse momen-
tum imbalance are ideally just the sum of ν⊥ and ν¯⊥ compo-
nents, they are related by
ν¯⊥ = Γν⊥, Γ =
 −1 0 6x0 −1 6y0 0 1
 . (10)
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Note that Γ = Γ−1. We can rewrite the ν¯⊥ ellipse in terms of ν⊥,
νT⊥N¯
′
⊥ν⊥ = 0, N¯
′
⊥ = Γ
T N¯⊥Γ. (11)
Solutions for ν⊥ are on both ellipses N⊥ and N¯′⊥ simultane-
ously, and can be found using the method documented in Sec-
tion 2.4.1. There can be zero, two, or four intersections, dis-
counting cases of tangency. Each intersection implies a solu-
tion pair (pν, pν¯), which can be found using Equations (9) and
(10). Examples are shown in Figure 3. These solution pairs are
identical to those described in Reference [4], which contains a
detailed discussion of solution efficiency and multiplicity under
various collider, detector, and combinatorial scenarios.
If N⊥ and N¯′⊥ do not intersect, Equation (11) is never sat-
isfied, so the points of closest approach constitute the single
solution pair most likely to result in the observed transverse
momentum imbalance. In the case that the ellipse N¯′⊥ has low
eccentricity, the closest approach of ν⊥ is well-approximated by
the extremum closest to zero of the function
f = νT⊥N¯
′
⊥ν⊥ = t
T X′t, X′ = HT⊥N¯
′
⊥H⊥,
where we have used the parametrization (7). Extrema of f oc-
cur for
∂ f
∂t
= tT M′t = 0, M′ = (X′D)T + X′D,
which as in Section 2.6.1 is solved for t on intersections of the
unit circle U with the conic described by M′. Once ν⊥ is known,
the closest approach on N¯′⊥ is at one of its intersections with
the line perpendicular to N⊥ at ν⊥, given by ν⊥ × (D2N⊥ν⊥).
Alternatively, least squares minimization of the distance be-
tween points on the ellipses is straightforward to implement
using parametrization (7), which also facilitates incorporation
of the uncertainty.
In the case that the longitudinal momentum is constrained,
an analogous strategy can be followed without projecting the
elliptical solution sets onto the transverse plane. The analogous
ellipses N and N¯′ are not generally coplanar or intersecting,
implying a single solution pair of weighted closest approach
which can be found iteratively.
3. Discussion
In the overconstrained problems of Section 2.6, for which
the solutions cannot be exact, there are additional sources of
uncertainty beyond the total momentum imbalance. In particu-
lar, the resolution of jet momenta is significant in many experi-
ments. Many successful iterative methods have been developed
to find the smallest corrections to the measured momenta such
that the invariant mass constraints are satisfied, by minimization
of squared residuals [11, 12], or alternatively by maximization
of the likelihood[13, 14]. Iterative kinematic fit methods have
been widely used in top quark analyses (e.g. [15, 16]). We sug-
gest that the overconstrained analytic solutions of Section 2.6
be used in conjunction with iterative methods. Incorporating
the solutions into a broader iterative algorithm allows parame-
ters associated with neutrino momenta to be removed from the
y
x100 GeV/c
y
x100 GeV/c
y
x100 GeV/c
Figure 3: Constraints on neutrino momenta from the decay of two top quarks,
in three events. Arrows indicate the neutrino (black) and antineutrino (gray)
laboratory transverse momenta, which are constrained to respective ellipses
(solid) by the associated products of top quark decays. The dashed ellipse is
an additional constraint on the neutrino momentum from the antineutrino con-
straints, under the hypothesis that the measured imbalance in transverse mo-
menta (×) is equal to the sum of neutrino transverse momenta (◦). Exact so-
lutions occur at intersections of the black and dashed ellipses, and can number
zero (first), two (center), or four (last). With no intersection (first), the single
best solution pair is for points of closest approach on the black and dashed el-
lipses. Solution pairs are marked in matching shaped points on the respective
ellipses.
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global fit, while preserving the associated residuals or contribu-
tions to the likelihood. We found that utilization of the overcon-
strained analytic neutrino solutions improves the convergence
speed and reliability of constrained least squares algorithms for
the decay of tt¯ to one charged lepton and jets at the LHC and at
the Tevatron. The amount of improvement is dependent on im-
plementation details and resolution characteristics of each de-
tector, the discussion of which is beyond the scope of this paper.
4. Summary
The momentum of a top quark is constrained to an ellip-
soidal surface defined by its invariant mass, the W boson invari-
ant mass, and the observable kinematic properties of the bot-
tom quark produced in its decay. Its momentum is further con-
strained to a slice of that surface by the W boson invariant mass
and the observed kinematic properties of either of the products
from the decay of the intermediate W boson. The other decay
product of the W is likewise constrained to an ellipse, for which
we have given a parametrization. In the event that a single neu-
trino is produced from top quark decay, we have calculated the
momentum on its elliptical solution set which is most likely to
have produced the observed momentum imbalance. In the event
that two neutrinos are produced from distinct top quark decays,
we have shown a method to calculate the discrete solution set
of momentum pairs which exactly produce the observed trans-
verse momentum imbalance, or the solution pair most likely
to have produced the momentum imbalance if exact solutions
do not exist. Due to the geometric nature of the constraints,
their description is facilitated by the use of homogeneous co-
ordinates and extended matrix representations. Algorithms for
computing these solutions can be concisely implemented us-
ing common linear algebra routines. We implemented such al-
gorithms in Python and also in C++, and tested for LHC and
Tevatron use cases. A reference implementation is included as
an appendix.
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Appendix A. Python Reference Implementation
import numpy as np
import ROOT as r
import math
from scipy.optimize import leastsq
mT = 172.5 # GeV : top quark mass
mW = 80.385 # GeV : W boson mass
mN = 0 # GeV : neutrino mass
def UnitCircle():
’’’Unit circle in extended representation’’’
return np.diag([1, 1, -1])
def cofactor(A, (i, j)):
’’’Cofactor[i,j] of 3x3 matrix A’’’
a = A[not i:2 if i==2 else None:2 if i==1 else 1,
not j:2 if j==2 else None:2 if j==1 else 1]
return (-1)**(i+j) * (a[0,0]*a[1,1] - a[1,0]*a[0,1])
def R(axis, angle):
’’’Rotation matrix about x(0),y(1), or z(2) axis’’’
c, s = math.cos(angle), math.sin(angle)
R = c * np.eye(3)
for i in [-1, 0, 1]:
R[(axis-i)%3, (axis+i)%3] = i*s + (1 - i*i)
return R
def Derivative():
’’’Matrix to differentiate [cos(t),sin(t),1]’’’
return R(2, math.pi / 2).dot(np.diag([1, 1, 0]))
def multisqrt(y):
’’’Valid real solutions to y=x*x’’’
return ([] if y < 0 else
[0] if y == 0 else
(lambda r: [-r, r])(math.sqrt(y)))
def factor_degenerate(G, zero=0):
’’’Linear factors of degenerate quadratic polynomial’’’
if G[0,0] == 0 == G[1,1]:
return [[G[0,1], 0, G[1,2]],
[0, G[0,1], G[0,2] - G[1,2]]]
swapXY = abs(G[0,0]) > abs(G[1,1])
Q = G[(1,0,2),][:,(1,0,2)] if swapXY else G
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Q /= Q[1,1]
q22 = cofactor(Q, (2,2))
if -q22 <= zero:
lines = [[Q[0,1], Q[1,1], Q[1,2]+s]
for s in multisqrt(-cofactor(Q, (0,0)))]
else:
x0, y0 = [cofactor(Q,(i,2)) / q22 for i in [0, 1]]
lines = [[m, Q[1,1], -Q[1,1]*y0 - m*x0]
for m in [Q[0,1] + s
for s in multisqrt(-q22)]]
return [[L[swapXY],L[not swapXY],L[2]] for L in lines]
def intersections_ellipse_line(ellipse, line, zero=1e-12):
’’’Points of intersection between ellipse and line’’’
_,V = np.linalg.eig(np.cross(line,ellipse).T)
sols = sorted([(v.real / v[2].real,
np.dot(line,v.real)**2 +
np.dot(v.real,ellipse).dot(v.real)**2)
for v in V.T],
key=lambda (s, k): k)[:2]
return [s for s, k in sols if k < zero]
def intersections_ellipses(A, B, returnLines=False):
’’’Points of intersection between two ellipses’’’
LA = np.linalg
if abs(LA.det(B)) > abs(LA.det(A)): A,B = B,A
e = next(e.real for e in LA.eigvals(LA.inv(A).dot(B))
if not e.imag)
lines = factor_degenerate(B - e*A)
points = sum([intersections_ellipse_line(A,L)
for L in lines],[])
return (points,lines) if returnLines else points
class nuSolutionSet(object):
’’’Definitions for nu analytic solution , t->b,mu,nu’’’
def __init__(self, b, mu, # Lorentz Vectors
mW2=mW**2, mT2=mT**2, mN2=mN**2):
c = r.Math.VectorUtil.CosTheta(b,mu)
s = math.sqrt(1-c**2)
x0p = - (mT2 - mW2 - b.M2()) / (2*b.E())
x0 = - (mW2 - mu.M2() - mN2) / (2*mu.E())
Bb, Bm = b.Beta(), mu.Beta()
Sx = (x0 * Bm - mu.P()*(1-Bm**2)) / Bm**2
Sy = (x0p / Bb - c * Sx) / s
w = (Bm / Bb - c) / s
w_ = (-Bm / Bb - c) / s
Om2 = w**2 + 1 - Bm**2
eps2 = (mW2 - mN2) * (1 - Bm**2)
x1 = Sx - (Sx+w*Sy) / Om2
y1 = Sy - (Sx+w*Sy) * w / Om2
Z2 = x1**2 * Om2 - (Sy-w*Sx)**2 - (mW2-x0**2-eps2)
Z = math.sqrt(max(0, Z2))
for item in [’b’,’mu’,’c’,’s’,’x0’,’x0p’,
’Sx’,’Sy’,’w’,’w_’,’x1’,’y1’,
’Z’,’Om2’,’eps2’,’mW2’]:
setattr(self, item, eval(item))
@property
def K(self):
’’’Extended rotation from F’ to F coord.’’’
return np.array([[self.c, -self.s, 0, 0],
[self.s, self.c, 0, 0],
[ 0, 0, 1, 0],
[ 0, 0, 0, 1]])
@property
def A_mu(self):
’’’F coord. constraint on W momentum: ellipsoid’’’
B2 = self.mu.Beta()**2
SxB2 = self.Sx * B2
F = self.mW2 - self.x0**2 - self.eps2
return np.array([[1-B2, 0, 0, SxB2],
[ 0, 1, 0, 0],
[ 0, 0, 1, 0],
[SxB2, 0, 0, F]])
@property
def A_b(self):
’’’F coord. constraint on W momentum: ellipsoid’’’
K, B = self.K, self.b.Beta()
mW2, x0p = self.mW2, self.x0p
A_b_ = np.array([[1-B*B, 0, 0, B*x0p],
[ 0, 1, 0, 0],
[ 0, 0, 1, 0],
[B*x0p, 0, 0, mW2-x0p**2]])
return K.dot(A_b_).dot(K.T)
@property
def R_T(self):
’’’Rotation from F coord. to laboratory coord.’’’
b_xyz = self.b.x(), self.b.y(), self.b.z()
R_z = R(2, -self.mu.phi())
R_y = R(1, 0.5*math.pi - self.mu.theta())
R_x = next(R(0,-math.atan2(z,y))
for x,y,z in (R_y.dot(R_z.dot(b_xyz)),))
return R_z.T.dot(R_y.T.dot(R_x.T))
@property
def H_tilde(self):
’’’Transformation of t=[c,s,1] to p_nu: F coord.’’’
x1, y1, p = self.x1, self.y1, self.mu.P()
Z, w, Om = self.Z, self.w, math.sqrt(self.Om2)
return np.array([[ Z/Om, 0, x1-p],
[w*Z/Om, 0, y1],
[ 0, Z, 0]])
@property
def H(self):
’’’Transformation of t=[c,s,1] to p_nu: lab coord.’’’
return self.R_T.dot(self.H_tilde)
@property
def H_perp(self):
’’’Transformation of t=[c,s,1] to pT_nu: lab coord.’’’
return np.vstack([self.H[:2], [0, 0, 1]])
@property
def N(self):
’’’Solution ellipse of pT_nu: lab coord.’’’
HpInv = np.linalg.inv(self.H_perp)
return HpInv.T.dot(UnitCircle()).dot(HpInv)
class singleNeutrinoSolution(object):
’’’Most likely neutrino momentum for tt-->lepton+jets’’’
def __init__(self, b, mu, # Lorentz Vectors
(metX, metY), # Momentum imbalance
sigma2, # Mo. imbalance unc. matrix
mW2=mW**2, mT2=mT**2):
self.solutionSet = nuSolutionSet(b, mu, mW2, mT2)
S2 = np.vstack([np.vstack([np.linalg.inv(sigma2),
[0, 0]]).T, [0, 0, 0]])
V0 = np.outer([metX, metY, 0], [0, 0, 1])
deltaNu = V0 - self.solutionSet.H
self.X = np.dot(deltaNu.T, S2).dot(deltaNu)
M = next(XD + XD.T
for XD in (self.X.dot(Derivative()),))
solutions = intersections_ellipses(M, UnitCircle())
self.solutions = sorted(solutions , key=self.calcX2)
def calcX2(self, t):
return np.dot(t, self.X).dot(t)
@property
def chi2(self):
return self.calcX2(self.solutions[0])
@property
def nu(self):
’’’Solution for neutrino momentum’’’
return self.solutionSet.H.dot(self.solutions[0])
class doubleNeutrinoSolutions(object):
’’’Solution pairs of neutrino momenta, tt -> leptons’’’
def __init__(self, (b, b_), (mu, mu_), # 4-vectors
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(metX, metY), # ETmiss
mW2=mW**2, mT2=mT**2):
self.solutionSets = [nuSolutionSet(B, M, mW2, mT2)
for B,M in zip((b,b_),(mu,mu_))]
V0 = np.outer([metX, metY, 0], [0, 0, 1])
self.S = V0 - UnitCircle()
N, N_ = [ss.N for ss in self.solutionSets]
n_ = self.S.T.dot(N_).dot(self.S)
v = intersections_ellipses(N, n_)
v_ = [self.S.dot(sol) for sol in v]
if not v and leastsq:
es = [ss.H_perp for ss in self.solutionSets]
met = np.array([metX, metY, 1])
def nus(ts):
return tuple(e.dot([math.cos(t), math.sin(t), 1])
for e, t in zip(es, ts))
def residuals(params):
return sum(nus(params), -met)[:2]
ts,_ = leastsq(residuals , [0, 0],
ftol=5e-5, epsfcn=0.01)
v, v_ = [[i] for i in nus(ts)]
for k, v in {’perp’: v, ’perp_’: v_, ’n_’: n_}.items():
setattr(self, k, v)
@property
def nunu_s(self):
’’’Solution pairs for neutrino momenta’’’
K, K_ = [ss.H.dot(np.linalg.inv(ss.H_perp))
for ss in self.solutionSets]
return [(K.dot(s), K_.dot(s_))
for s, s_ in zip(self.perp, self.perp_)]
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